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ABSTRACT

The paper describes an approach to dynamic multivariate analysis in which principal component

analysis (PCA) is combined with integral transform techniques. The aim was to detect correlations

when process dynamics cause lags or time delays. The techniques give a signature that

characterises the correlated measurements.

Tools for Fourier and wavelet PCA have been developed and tested. They have been demonstrated

through the analysis of acoustic signals captured in a pilot plant using a multichannel acoustic

instrument purpose-built for the project.

A highlight of the work was the demonstration using the acoustic emissions from a stirred tank

reactor of an instance where dynamic PCA in the time domain failed and Fourier PCA succeeded

in showing that three acoustic channels were correlated, having a spectral signature at several

frequencies in the low audio range.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The technical objective of the project was to extend principal component

analysis (PCA) in multivariate process monitoring to address cases where the

monitored signals have time delays. It uses an approach based upon integral

transform methods and provides a signature for the correlated measurements.

A context exists for the research in the papers of: Bakshi and

Stephanopoulos, 1996; Ku et. al., 1995; MacGregor et. al., 1994; Pearson

and Ogunnaike, 1994. Kosanovich and Piovoso (1997) have successfully

applied linear PCA to the coefficients of the Haar wavelet transform, thus

implementing a wavelet PCA analysis. Fourier transforms and spectral

signatures have been shown to offer insight into univariate data trends

(Desborough and Harris, 1992) but the work has not been extended to

multivariate data.

Use of the wavelet transform has recently attracted considerable interest.

In particular, wavelet transforms are finding applications in feature extraction

and in data compression (Bakshi and Stephanopoulos, 1996; Misra et. al.

1997). The aim of these application is to extract significant features from a

process data trend. For example, noisy data might contain a high frequency

transient disturbance that is highlighted through the use of a wavelet

transform. Meanwhile, the multivariate statistics literature (PCA, PLS) has

developed along other lines. A current focus in multivariate statistics is its

application to batch processing so that the outcome of a batch can be predicted

or so that an abnormal batch can be detected at an early stage (for example:

Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995a,b).

The Ku et al, (1995) paper still provides a key report of dynamic PCA

(DPCA). Other authors recognise the problem and have tried other methods

that suit their applications. For instance Kassidas et al (1998) and also

Gollmer and Posten (1996) have used dynamic time warping in order to

stretch and squeeze the time axes of the time trends of batch data for PCA to

ensure that significant features are aligned.

Relevant contributions from the last AIChE Annual Meeting (November

1997) and from the ESCAPE 8 conference (May 1998) are summarised next.

An overall context for the work is found in papers on decision support

systems for large scale processes, as reported by Ohio State University (Davis

et al) and the Honeywell ASM consortium and also by Chen et. al, from

Leeds University. Such systems will provide the platform in which our work

will eventually sit.

Fault analysis through the diagnosis of multivariate process data trends

has been reported by Jia et. al. of the University of Newcastle while Kourti

and MacGregor from McMaster have presented an overview of experiences

from 40 industrial applications of multivariate statistical methods, showing

how the field has now developed to a mature level. There was also one paper

at the AIChE meeting on the detection of dynamic events using dynamic PCA

from the Industrial Technology Research Institute, Taiwan, ROC.

These conferences also show use of wavelet functions is growing. For

instance, Wong et. al from University of California at Davis, together with

Japan Energy Corporation have been using wavelet neural networks. There are

few reports of the use of Fourier methods in process data analysis, however. A

monitoring procedure based on FFT for multiloop control systems from

National University of Singapore was accepted but could not be presented at

AIChE.

The conclusion from this survey is that the use of wavelets continues to

attract interest, that multivariate statistical methods have reached maturity and

that people are developing platforms for decision support systems. The use of

Fourier methods has been explored both in single loop and multivariable loop

controller performance assessment, but is seldom mentioned elsewhere.

Dynamic PCA is still being addressed and the concept of wavelet PCA has

been successfully demonstrated.

2. METHODS

PCA methods

The selection of an appropriate method is presented in the form of a

decision chart (Figure 1). The first question asks whether there is a need or

intention to detect time-delayed correlations. If the answer is yes, then

subsequent decisions follow, which will be described shortly. A reason why

there may be no intention to seek a time-delayed correlation would be because

it is known that the data set is static. For example, the relationship between

polymer quality and steady-state operating conditions (Kresta et. al., 1991) is

a static case.

For cases where time delayed correlations are to be ascertained, then a

subsequent decision concerns whether a signature for the correlation is sought.

If there is no desire to characterise the nature of the correlation then a DPCA

analysis (Ku et. al.) can be used. As described in their paper, the DPCA will

indicate the true correlations between variables in non-steady situations. If, on

the other hand, there is a desire to seek a signature for the correlation, then

PCA using integral transforms can be applied. In Fourier PCA, the columns

in the data matrix are replaced by their Fourier transforms and PCA is

performed on the matrix of transforms. There is no need for augmentation of

the data matrix with time delayed vectors as in DPCA. This procedure will

readily find the correlations between trends showing similar behaviour at

different times. The procedure also characterises the nature of the similarity.

Because a Fourier transform highlights the harmonic components of a time

signal the Fourier PCA method is suited to the characterisation of systems

showing related persistent oscillations on several sensors. An example in the

"Results" section below shows how Fourier PCA detected the presence of

acoustic harmonics at 200Hz and 220Hz at locations around a stirred tank

reactor.
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Figure 1: The decision chart for selection of an appropriate PCA
method

Wavelet PCA treats a time signal as if it were made up from numerous

individual signals of limited duration (the wavelets). The wavelets occur at

various times; they are characterised by their location on the time axis and by

their resolution (their duration is short for a high resolution, long for low

resolution). The wavelet transform is a series of coefficients indicating the

amplitude of each of the wavelets. Usually the transform is in the form of a list
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with all the coefficients for one resolution followed by those of the next and so

on. As described by Kosanovich and Piovoso, PCA may be applied to these

coefficients.

Our formulation uses N matrices where N is the number of levels of

resolution in the wavelet transform. If there are 512 samples in the time trends

from m sensors then N would be 9, for 1024 samples N would be 10 and so

on. For instance, the second matrix in the 512 sample case would have
dimension 2 × m . The reason why there are only two rows is that the part

of the wavelet transform having the second coarsest resolution would have one

coefficient positioned in the first half of the data set (i.e. the first wavelet is

centred at sample 128) and one in the second (another wavelet centred at

sample 384). A matrix corresponding to a finer resolution wavelet level where,

for example, each wavelet spans 8 sample intervals, would have a dimension
of 64 × m  because it would require 64 such wavelets to cover the 512

sampling intervals.

Static wavelet PCA may be applied when there is no time delay. In the

static case PCA is performed on each of the N matrices. One seeks not only to

find linear correlations between the m sensors but also to establish which of

the N matrices gives the fewest principal components (i.e. the best

correlation). The winning matrix characterises the nature of the correlation by

indicating the resolution or the time scale of the correlated features.

Wavelets are localised in the time domain and appear at different times if

there are delayed correlations. Thus for dynamic analysis the wavelet PCA

matrixes have to be augmented using the Ku et. al. scheme. The time delays

can be found in an efficient manner by exploiting the different resolutions of the
wavelets. For instance, when shifts are applied to the 64 × m  matrix in

which the wavelets span 8 sample intervals each shift is equivalent to shifting

the original time signal by 8 samples.

To summarise, the advantages of wavelet PCA are that it gives a

signature for a correlation, characterising it in terms of the wavelet resolution.

It can find time delays efficiently by exploiting the wavelets at different

resolution levels.

The multichannel acoustic instrument:

A portable, battery-powered four channel acoustic sensing instrument has

been designed and built. Its purpose is the collection of multivariate signals

for demonstration of the methods. Its specifications are:

• Four sub-miniature electret microphones with frequency response 20Hz -

15kHz

• Signal conditioning unit incorporating programmable anti-aliasing filter

and variable gain for each channel

• Data acquisition: 12 bit PCMCIA card with 16 single or 8 differential

channels and 500 kilosamples per sec overall sampling rate.

• LabVIEW version 4.1 for data capture

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The table below lists the results that have been generated during the
project . The ü symbol indicates the trial detected the expected correlation

and, in the case of wavelet and Fourier PCA gave a characterising signature.

The ×  symbol shows an illuminating instance in which DPCA failed and

Fourier PCA succeeded. The text below discusses the results in the cells

where the background is grey.

Simulated
signals

Clean acoustic
signals

Noisy acoustic
signal

DPCA [ [ ×
Fourier PCA [ [ [

wavelet PCA [ - [

Theoretical insights:

A concern was to gain insight into the types of matrices that arise when

there are time delayed correlations. It is also necessary to ensure that the

procedure of taking a transform is guaranteed; that is, that the transform should

converge.

The simplest noise free case is when every data trend for each of m

sensors is identical apart from a time delay. The columns of the data matrix

then represent time-delayed sequences of the same vector. For instance, if the

sequence of samples contained the subsequence { .... 5.3, 4.6, 7.2, 6.9, 5.8

....} then the X matrix would have the structure of a Hankel matrix  having

constant values on the anti-diagonals, as shown below. The intention in

Fourier PCA is to replace each column by its Fourier transform and to perform

PCA on the resulting data matrix.

.. .. . 5 . 3 ..

.. .. 5 .3 4 .6 ..

.. 5 .3 4 .6 7 .2 ..

.. 4 .6 7 .2 6 .9 ..

.. 7 .2 6 .9 5 .8 ..

.. 6 .9 5 .8 .. ..

.. 5 .8 . .. ..

 

 

 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 
 
 
 
  

A Hankel matrix is an operator that takes H 2  functions to H 2

functions. Nehari's theorem (Partington, 1988) shows conditions for the

Hankel operator to be bounded. In particular, the data matrices of interest in

practical PCA are bounded Hankel operators. The theorem of Riesz-Fisher

(Partington, 1988) provides a class of functions whose Fourier series converge,
notably functions in the L2  class. It can be shown from Riesz-Fisher that the

Fourier series of H 2  functions also belong to L2  and it follows that the

Fourier series of H 2  functions converge. Therefore it is justified to take the

Fourier transforms in the manner proposed in the project. A matter of concern

to engineers is the non-linear step of using the moduli of the Fourier series to

generate the power spectrum. Mathematically, this is a matter of ease of

visualisation which does not impinge upon the validity of the procedure.

The proof extends to other types of transform. The key feature is that the

time delayed data matrix should be a bounded Hankel operator and that the
transform of H 2  functions should converge. In summary, transform PCA

with real data and with well-known transforms is shown to be an acceptable

practice.

Capture of acoustic signals:

Figure 2 shows the time trends of a set of test signals that originated in

a loudspeaker driven by a signal generator at 550Hz. Two of the signals were

detected by microphones placed side by side. Therefore two have similar

amplitude and no time delay. The third microphone was located at a further

distance and it captured a signal that was smaller in amplitude with a time

delay. The challenge is to detect that the time delayed signal is similar to the

others. The wanted outcome from the analysis is one principal component

having a loading vector with a profile indicative of a 550Hz oscillation.

In another application, acoustic signals were captured on three channels

at various locations around a stirred tank reactor in a UCL pilot plant. The

trends from three microphones are illustrated in Fig 3. They are very noisy. It
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is impossible to see from the time trends that the signals have any similarity,

although the spectra (shown later in Fig 4) show similarities. The expectation

is that all channels will be similar because all were monitoring locations

affected by the main source of acoustic emissions (the stirrer motor). It is

expected that there will be time delays because the microphones were placed at

different locations relative to the stirrer. The wanted outcome from the analysis

is again one principal component having a loading vector with a profile that

will characterise the common signal.

Figure 2: Acoustic signals from a loudspeaker

Figure 3. Acoustic signals from pilot plant

Results from DPCA

In the work reported here DPCA has been applied to disturbance 7 of the

Tennessee Eastman simulation (Downs and Vogel, 1993) for the purposes of

validation. When no time shifted vectors are included, static PCA detected 40

linear correlations between the 53 variables. When 1 and 2 delayed vectors are

included, 9 more correlations are detected. These are the time delayed or

dynamic correlations the static PCA failed to identify due to its assumption of

time independence in the data. These results are similar to those reported by

Ku et al.

DPCA has also been applied to the acoustic signals of figure 2. The

results show that DPCA can correctly identify the time delayed correlation. A

DPCA analysis on the noisy pilot plant data (fig 3) failed. It did not detect

any correlations. This experiment illustrates the limitation of the existing

technique. As will be seen in the next section, Fourier PCA was able to show

that the signals are in fact correlated despite the noise and it also yielded a

signature for the correlation. This challenging case where DPCA fails clearly

shows the need for Fourier PCA.

Fourier PCA

The acoustic signals have also been analysed by Fourier PCA. In the

case of the clean acoustic signals the power spectra have a sharp feature at

550Hz. The spectral feature is insensitive to the time delay because the Fourier

transform integrates over the whole of the time domain.

When PCA was applied to the spectra the analysis indicates there is one

principal component whose loading profile (itself having the form of a power

spectrum) resembles the pattern that is common in the spectra of all three

original signals. Therefore Fourier PCA has yielded one PC, as expected, and

has provided a signature indicating that the signals all have a 550Hz

oscillation.

Figure 4 shows the power spectra derived from the Fourier transforms for

the noisy test signals from the stirred tank reactor. All three have spectral

features at 50Hz, 200Hz and 220Hz. Therefore we should expect to see a

reduction in the dimension of this data set to one principal component since

the spectra from all the sensors are similar.

Figure 4: Power spectra of the signals in Fig 3

Fourier PCA succeeded in finding the expected reduction to one

principal component whose loading profile is shown in Figure 5. This

principal component accounted for 67% of the total variation in the spectra.

The conclusion is that Fourier PCA has identified the time delayed

correlations and has also given a signature.

A frequency of 200Hz corresponds to the musical tone midway down the

octave below middle C which corresponds to the sound made by the stirrer.

The 50Hz signal is electrical interference from the mains.

Figure 5: The loading profile for the first principal component of
the spectra in Fig 4

Determination of a time delay with wavelet PCA

The use of time shifted vectors in the wavelet PCA matrices allows a

determination of the time shift. The example below illustrates the concept for
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the case of two computer synthesised signals having 256 samples each (Fig 6)

that show a similar transient feature. The feature appears in signal 2 with a

time delay of 100 samples.

Figure 6: A simulated  transient disturbance

Figure 7 shows plots of the wavelets at the higher levels of resolution.

Levels 7 and 8 show the most similarity and therefore they provide a signature

for the feature. A matrix can be constructed using the level 7 wavelet

coefficients. To find the delay a search by exhaustive enumeration is carried

out. The matrix is augmented using the method of Ku et al. In the first

instance, a wavelet PCA is carried out in which the shifted vectors are shifted

by just one row. Since they are wavelet level 7 of a 256 sample data set this is

equivalent to shifting the original time trend by 4 sample intervals. A number

of other trials are conducted with different shifts. The one that indicates a

reduction to 1 principal component is taken to be the case where the shift is

equal to the time delay. Figure 8 shows the result. The vertical axis is

percentage of variation explained; the peak value shows the two time trends are

most similar when trend 1 is shifted by 100 sample intervals. Therefore the

time delay has been correctly ascertained and a signature has been found to

characterise the transient as level 7 resolution, i.e. its duration is 4 sample

intervals.

It is claimed that the procedure mentioned above provides a proof of

concept for the use of dynamic wavelet PCA. However, it is recognised that

the manual steps and strategy of exhaustive enumeration have now to be

addressed in order to automate this tool.

Signal 1 Signal 2

Figure 7: Higher resolution wavelet levels for the signals of Fig
6.

Figure 8: Percentage of variation explained for different shifts at
wavelet level 7

3. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has described an approach to dynamic multivariate analysis in

which principal component analysis (PCA) is combined with integral

transform techniques. The main outcomes were:

• Tools for Fourier and wavelet PCA have been developed and tested.

They can detect time delayed correlations between multivariate signals.

• A decision chart guiding a user's choice of an appropriate tools has been

prepared.

• Signatures for time-delayed, correlated features have been demonstrated;

examples are the characterisation through spectral peaks and in

similarities of a given wavelet level.

Proof of concept of integral transform PCA has been demonstrated because the

methods have been successfully applied to signals from a pilot plant. For

example, they can handle high levels of noise and can distinguish relevant

features from interferences such as mains hum.
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